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Super Automatic Coffee Machines

Barista Steam Wand:
steam wand with temperature probe to heat
and froth milk automatically at the desired
temperature, ideal for two-step machines

CoffeeCreator:
useful tool to be installed on any computer to set the
parameters of our new generation super automatic
machines directly from the computer

CupSense:
detect the presence of small or big cups and
dispense the right drink accordingly (i.e. small
cup for espresso and big cup for cappuccino)

Our technologies

FridgePlus:
detect over temperatures of milk and
consequently stop milk-based drinks; detect
empty milk cartons and stop milk-based drinks

Our machines are designed and manufactured
by a qualified and highly skilled team: every
day, Carimali staff are dedicated to keep up
innovative performances and top quality

Loudspeaker:
useful speaker that allows the user to customise the
machine using sounds: play music, promotions and
any information via usb connection

standards.
A key-role is played by our major investments
in R&D, that allow us to launch brand new
products at a very fast rate and always offer new

MaxSave:
patented technology to maximise energy
saving, guarantee high production
capacity and reduce power consumption

solutions to our customers.
MTT Milk Tuning Technology:
dispense milk-based drinks at the desired
temperature; dispense cold milk and chilled
beverages; store the fridge under the counter

PowerCleaner:
assure maximum hygiene conditions of
the complete milk circuit and steam boiler
through an integrated rinsing system

TFT 5.7” Graphic Display:
drink selection icons, images and commercials
can be easily customised; online assistance
and clear graphic user instructions

USB Connection:
copy and load machine parameters and
settings, customise user interface graphics
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Armonia
MX-3

Armonia and MX-3 are the result of more than 30 years’ experience in professional,
super automatic coffee equipment.
Perfect medium-size coffee and hot beverage system, designed with flexibility in
mind and ideal for every locations, in two main versions: fresh milk and/or powder
products.

Technologies

The flexible design approach and the wide array of product configurations allow the
two models to cater for three major segments: Out-of-Home, HoReCa and OCS.
Ease of use and maintenance, clear and fast automatic cleaning operations complete
the machines quality offer.

Daily production:

150-200 cups

Drink

Cups per hour*
150

Espresso

120

Coffee/Cappuccino/Choco
Hot water

tot. 40 litres

* the number of cups per hour may vary depending on
drink size and setting

Armonia

MX-3
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Black colour
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Weight
EASY

Net 38 Kg

Gross 45 Kg

LM

Net 42 Kg

Gross 49 Kg

Certifications
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The Manufacturer reserves the right to modify the equipment presented in this publication without notice.
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